
The Council Premier, Zhang Xie, announced revised guidelines

for the commercial encryption management. These guidelines

were originally formulated in 1999 and also supplemented by

the encryption law passed in 2020. These Commercial

Encryption Products are connected to national safety and

economy. The revised guidelines include improvement in

commercial password management system by the

decentralization at local level, promotion of technology

innovation and standardization of commercial encryption, to

establish testing and certification system as well as to

manage external flow of commercial encryption. 

China has planned to conduct International Science and

Technology Conferences. This will be conducted by the China

Association for Science and Technology (CAST). 55 topics will

be discussed at these conferences. These include food

security, advanced materials, science, etc. It is also going to

host the World Conference on Science Literacy. The Deputy

Director General of the Department of International Affairs of

the China Association for Science and Technology, Hei Wei

mentioned that the most important role of CAST is to aid

educational exchanges and collaboration. Mu Rongping, the

Director of the Center for Innovation and Development of the

Chinese Academy of Sciences, mentioned that such platforms

are helpful when it comes to advocating and encouraging

such educational exchanges. 

Researchers from China have created a lightweight and

conformable system on the wing surface of aircraft for stall

sensing. This system has been developed to monitor the

airflow separation of a wing aircraft and also provide timely

warning and flight correction data. It can sense turbulence.

Turbulence causes the airflow to detach at the end of the

wings which causes possible accidents. The system that was

created has passed certain flight tests. This system is capable 
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of measuring the flow that detaches itself

on the air foil. It is also capable of

understanding the airflow separation after

a stall for unmanned flights or any other

aerial vehicles.

A roundtable seminar was held in Beijing

where discussions were held regarding the

Globalization Think Tank’s new report

titled “Global International School

Development and China’s Practice”. It was

co-authored by Dr, Miao Liu and Qu Mei,

Associate researcher. The report talks

about an overall potential in the

development of international schools

across the world. It reveals that there is an

increase in the number of English

international schools in the continent of

Asia with China at the top as it has the

highest number of English international

schools. The report also talks about how

increasing Chinese international schools,

internationally would benefit the world at

large. It will also help students to cope

with the global competition. 

During the regular press conference of

China’s foreign ministry, spokesperson Mao

Ning answered questions on the US-Taiwan

military cooperation. The US has been

delivering military equipment to Taiwan

and the first batch of the Stinger missiles

have already been delivered. According to

the Chinese spokesperson, this aid being

provided to Taiwan is a violation of the

Sino-US joint communiques. This act

interferes with the internal affairs of China

and also in turn harms its sovereignty. She

further stated that this act in a way shows

that the US is trying to control Taiwan to in

turn control China. They urged to the US to

discontinue their supply and to abide by 

‘one-China principle’. China, however, will

definitely closely follow the happening and

also prepare itself if at all their sovereignty

is harmed. 

Passing of actor Luo Jingmin trends

online: Mr. Luo Jingmin was a Chinese

actor who recently passed away. He had

played the role of a father in a play called

the Soldier Assault. He was praised for his

role and was also considered to be great

actor. His acting was considered to be very

real for the audience and they would feel

every emotion of his character. He has also

been a part of many television series like.

‘Unbending Will’, ‘Fearless Whispers’,

‘Soldiers Sortie’, etc.  He has also dubbed

around twenty movies, TV series, films,

cartoons, etc. He was also a singer and the

rock version of “Light” was considered to be

very captivating and powerful. Many

netizens expressed grief and reminisced

his famous dialogue. They also mentioned

that his songs had often helped them

recover from emotional loss. 
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The number of schools following the

English international system has been

growing across the world for decades. This

has acted as a major soft power tool for the

US and several other western countries. On

parallel lines, China has also been aiming

to create global institutions which can

help expand Chinese education system

globally. The report suggest that it can

extend initially in BRI countries which will

help in the protection of educational rights

of Chinese immigrants. It can also work as 
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a soft power technique for China in future

as it will help greater people-to-people

connect and also assist China’s

participation in global education

governance. In this context, India is far

away from internationalizing its education

system. However, India has made steady

progress in terms of popularising India

studies in many countries. For instance, the

lessons on Yoga and Sanskrit have been

started in many international universities.

Many universities have also started courses

on Hindu studies. However, India has

advantage in internationalising its

education system as the present system in

India is overwhelmingly English-based,

unlike China where majority courses are

offered in Chinese. 
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